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A message from the Board
2020 was a tumultuous year for everyone, regardless of where in the world you lived. I became chairman on March 1st, and less than two weeks later
we went into lockdown. Thus, the board and myself were tasked with keeping the organization going, even though it became extremely challenging
to continue to bring engineering capabilities to the global south. Nonetheless, we did not stop, and we are proud to show you here how we have kept
ourselves busy.
From day 1, the FIGHTINGCOVID19 worked hard with the 3D network to produce, collect, store, and distribute face shields across the country.
When they were no longer needed in the Netherlands, they managed to get the face shields to Sogamoso, a tiny village in the south of Colombia,
which really needed it. Due to their efficiency, some funding was still available and so EWB brazil connected us to the company who produced the
shields locally and EWB Brazil helped us to distribute them to ensure that much needed assistance was given to the lower income communities
during this terrible crisis.
In the meantime, while the world was getting used to the “new normal”, we as an organization did not stop. The portfolio structure was created,
with a few new portfolio managers coming in and the whole project request process was fine tuned..Although some of the projects did have to stop,
wherever possible they kept going. I would like to highlight the amazing efforts of the Circular portfolio in closing the first phase of the Bionexx
project and setting up the extremely successful online challenges, which have now become a trend in our organization. The Ecobrix challenge
brought 28 people together from 7 different countries to solve a local circular problem in Uganda! Amazing! I am truly proud of all of the
participants involved.
Every crisis is also a time for opportunities, so as an organization we used this time to focus internally and see what we could improve. With the
portfolios organized and the projects moving, two other areas were focused on, partnerships and people. The partnerships team did a great job of
organizing itself internally as well as in its interactions with the other departments. For the people part of the organization, the HR and
Communications team worked together to bring different kinds of online events to the volunteers to keep the interactions going. The HR
department also took big steps in organizing itself to better service the volunteers and sent out an engagement survey to gauge the motivation and
engagement of the volunteers. The Board has also worked on a new Vision & Mission which will be shared with you in this document.
All in all, notwithstanding the crisis, our volunteers kept on working hard to make an impact. I would like to thank all of you for your hardwork and
continued
motivation in these difficult times and truly look forward to continuing to make an impact with you.
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Antonio Menezes
Chairman
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“If change isn’t systemic, it isn’t change at all.”
George Roter

Our organization
We are EWB-NL
We believe in the power of those who want to make a change: local entrepreneurs and leaders with passion, dreams and ideas on how to
improve their life and the life of their communities. Therefore, our goal is to promote, teach and implement sustainable technical solutions in
developing countries which can be successfully adopted by local companies. By doing so we believe we help to enhance people’s quality of
life and the development of communities.
To reach that goal, our volunteers give support with their knowledge to local organizations, NGO’s and entrepreneurs, ensuring that their
ideas get the necessary technical support. That’s why all our projects are based on local request and include a business/social model behind
them, so that a long-term, sustainable impact is achieved, and local ownership is ensured.
Example projects are drinking water systems, sustainable oﬀ-grid energy, development of smart apps or low-tech tools, and the build and
operation of small factories and enterprises. By participating in these projects, our volunteers (mainly engineers) develop non-technical skills
such as dealing with cultural diﬀerences, creating social impact, understanding institutional models, and entrepreneurship, which they can
also apply in their professional work.
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Our vision
To create

positive change
that

6

sticks

Our mission
To be the beating heart of the engineering movement
for sustainable global development,

building and evolving
engineering capabilities
throughout the world.
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Implementation
We will

Create positive change that sticks

(vision)

Focused on

Building and evolving engineering capabilities together with local communities

(mission)

By

Developing Engineers

Impactful Projects

Spreading Learning

Passionate Volunteers

Local Entrepreneurs

Caring Sponsors

New skills developed

Sustainable Change

Impact and Eﬃciency

(activities)

With Our
(accountability)

By Delivering
(targets)
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Our organization
in numbers

80+

ACTIVE VOLUNTEERS
Our organisation works in four portfolios, each of which
advances a Sustainable Development Goal.

> 60% International
> 40% Female

4+

PARTNERS

100+

FRIENDS
Energy
portfolio

Education
portfolio

Water
portfolio

Circular
portfolio

2.000+

SOCIAL MEDIA FOLLOWERS
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Our impact
▪ In 2020 we worked on 4 water projects, 3 circular economy
projects, 2 energy project and 2 education projects

▪ We also worked on 4 COVID 19 related projects
▪ Overall revenue from donations: €36k
▪ Overall project costs: €10k
▪ Overall operational costs: €2k
▪ ~95%improved
of revenue was spent
directly
on projects in 2020
We’ve
the
lives
of over 750 households!
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Our partners - we thank you!
Strategic Partners
Long-term
ﬁnancial support
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Project Partners
Financial support to
speciﬁc projects

Focus Partners
Other forms of
support

Overview of projects in 2020
For more information on our projects, please visit: www.ewbnl.org/projects

EcoBrixs
Uganda

Pico Power
Togo
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Water4Garza
Liberia

Mety
Madagascar

Water4Penda
Cameroon

Bionexx
Madagascar

Water4Kasese
Uganda

Schools of the
Future
Uganda

Water4Sumba
Indonesia

Schools of the
Future
Mozambique

Ilijan buildup
Philippines

Circular portfolio

Circular portfolio
▪

Project: EcoBrixs

Background information:

▪ EcoBrixs aims to create green, environmentally friendly,

▪

Location: Madagascar

▪

Objectives:

▪

To keep making a positive impact on the
environment and people’s lives, EcoBrixs needs
to optimize their production process. EcoBrixs
faces several (technical) challenges, such as:

▪
▪
▪
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▪

How to produce high-quality moulds
locally to reuse plastic waste?
What innovative new products could be
produced with the existing machines?
How to create a washing line to clean the
plastic waste?

sustainable solutions to lift people out of poverty in
Uganda. The company has grown out to be one of the
largest recycling facilities outside of Kampala. Members
of the local community deliver plastic waste, such as
empty PET-bottles, in exchange for payment at one of
the Recycling Centers. At the EcoBrixs site, the plastic
waste is sorted and turned into new products, which
contribute to the local economy.

▪ UPDATE: We have ﬁnished the ﬁrst design challenge

successfully in November 2020. The 13 active participants
(from diﬀerent countries all around the world) have come
up with solutions for the three challenges, which EcoBrixs
is currently testing and implementing. The follow-up will
likely be another challenge on new (technical) topics.
Maybe add that after a feasibility study and ﬁeld trip in
November 2019 we started working on 6 diﬀerent
projects in the circular and energy portfolio. One project
has ﬁnished already, the others are still in progress.

Circular portfolio
▪

Project: Mety

▪

Location: Madagascar

▪

Objectives:

▪
▪

▪
▪
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Support Mety in their work on establishing a
waste management enterprise in Madagascar.
Conduct a feasibility study from the technical
options for processing food waste, initially for
turning the food waste into compost, but
options for producing biogas or charcoal will
also be assessed.
Perform a high-level environmental impact
assessment for the diﬀerent options.
Help develop a sustainable business model

▪

Background information:

▪ Our partner, Mety, is working on establishing a

waste management enterprise in Madagascar.
EWB-NL will help with the initial pilot project
which focuses on a low-income area (Ambalavao
Isotry) in Antananarivo, the capital of Madagascar.
There are about 12.000 households there and a
lot of street food, markets, and small restaurants.
At the moment, there is only a public waste bin to
collect all household and business waste in the
area and there is no possibility to sort the waste.
Mety wants to improve waste management
practices and has asked EWB-NL to assist.

▪ UPDATE: Succesful design challenge in March

2021 has resulted in ideas for turning food waste
into compost (by windrow composting) and a
sustainable energy source for cooking (biochar).
Last week we had the kick-oﬀ for the proposal
phase with the 2 new project managers
(participants of the challenge) for 2 feasibility
studies for Mety. So in the upcoming months 2
projects will be executed for Mety.

Circular portfolio
▪

Project: Bionexx

▪

Location: Uganda

▪

Objectives:

▪

Reduction of the Bionexx factory carbon
footprint (producer of Artemisinin, the most
important molecule used in Malaria
medication)

▪

Reduction of the waste streams and/or
revalorization of waste.

▪
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Creation of new jobs and business
opportunities in the region in case of spin-oﬀ
projects for the revalorization of waste streams
or the introduction of locally available raw
materials.

▪

Background information:

▪ Bionexx aspires to become a leader in circular

economy in Madagascar and Africa for the
decades to come and add value for its
community. Engineers Without Borders
collaborates with Bionexx in order to make them
realize their ambition by helping them ﬁnding
ways to become a more environmentally friendly
company.

▪ EWB is analysing the Bionexx production process
from the farmer to the client. The objective is to
identify improvement opportunities to make the
process more sustainable, safer and circular.

Water portfolio

Water portfolio
▪

Project: Water4Garza

▪

Location: Liberia

▪

Objectives:

▪
▪
▪
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Provide suitable sanitation solutions depending
on the environmental conditions and
communal culture.
Provide means to drinking water either as
facilities or knowledge.
Raise awareness of good hygiene practices and
their role in reducing the spread of disease.

▪

Background information:

▪ Garza, a border town between Montserrado and
Margibi counties in Liberia, has over 6,000
residents. The community is struggling due to
lack of access to safe drinking water and
sanitation. Most of inhabitants consume water
from the river, which is also used for open
defecation.

Water portfolio
▪

Project: Water4Kasese

▪

Location: Uganda

▪

Objectives:

▪
▪
▪
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Rehabilitate the existing water supply system
(new tank and pipeline)
Develop appropriate operation and
maintenance plan for the system at hand
Raise awareness of good hygiene practices and
their role in reducing the spread of disease

▪

Background information:

▪ Kitabu Parish, in the Kasese District in Uganda, has

approx. 25,000 residents. The community is
struggling due to lack of access to safe drinking
water especially in the short dry seasons - for
domestic use and institutions use (e.g. schools). The
current water wells are in valleys on hills but, since
they were constructed 40 years ago, many are
damaged, or they were not designed for the
community which grew within the last 20 years.

Water portfolio
▪

Project: Water4Sumba

▪

Location: Indonesia

▪

Objectives:

▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
▪
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Access to safe and aﬀordable, potable water
with year-round access
Providing water for over 350 people, removing
need to walk kilometres for water
Reduced illnesses resulting from unsafe
drinking water
Access to clean water during dry season
Reduces inequalities due to access to
freshwater
Time saved from providing direct access can
be redirected to other activities to increase
economic growth

▪

Background information:

▪ Sumba is one of the poorest islands in Indonesia.

For local people, especially women and children,
the day revolves around obtaining enough water.
Several times a day they have to travel several
kilometres to fetch water for living.

▪ Deforestation has set in motion a downward

spiral. The soil is exhausted and prone to erosion.
In the past decade the length of the rainy season
has reduced from six months a year, down to only
three months a year. This lack of water leads to
serious, WASH-related health issues and also to
malnutrition.

▪ SOS, the Dutch organization: “ Steun Oost

Soemba (Support East Sumba),” has contacted
EWB-NL for engineering help to beneﬁt several
small villages in the Eastern, most dry and
deforested part of Sumba. Located in diﬀerent
locations in East Sumba, the environment and
circumstances vary. This means they all have their
own unique water related challenges.

Education portfolio

Education portfolio
(Schools of the Future)
▪

Project: Schools of the Future

▪

Location: Mozambique

▪

Objectives:

▪
▪
▪
▪
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To facilitate the undertaking of a higher
education path for those students who lack the
appropriate resources
To inspire and to put to practice the knowledge
obtained in improving wellbeing of the student
and surrounding community
Deliver of workshops to students and teachers
Development of long term sustainable vision
where the project can be transferred to the
local community (NGOs, government, industry)

▪

Background information:

▪ Despite years of progress in Mozambique’s

schooling system (no. of children signed to the
primary schools has increased to 93% since 2011),
there are still signiﬁcant structural deﬁcits like:

▪ Low teaching-quality due to lack of qualiﬁed
teachers, textbooks and infrastructures

▪ Illiteracy school drop-out and delay (due to family
fragility and connected with food shortage)

▪ Lack of stimuli and interest in study among teens
▪ Inadequate impact of educational activities in the
districts

▪ Technological development can not only bring

societal development and help improve general
human well-being, it can provide an outlet for
creativity, critical and analytic thinking and can
boost community spirit, empathy and
self-conﬁdence.

Education portfolio
(Schools of the Future)
▪

Project: Schools of the Future

▪

Location: Uganda

▪

Objectives:

▪
▪
▪
▪
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▪
▪

Inspiring children to discover the world of
Science & Technology by themselves
Give workshops and teach at 4 local primary
schools every year
With the support of Local NGO Knowledge for
Children
Workshops and lessons given by qualiﬁed
personnel
7 EWB volunteers to organize and assist
reach 500-1000 children in the Masaka Region:

▪

Background information:

▪ Upon completing their primary education, only

53% of children in the Masaka region continue to
their secondary education. Furthermore, only
0,34% of Ugandans get a technical degree.
Systemic change begins with a good education,
creating capable and well-schooled individuals.

Energy portfolio

Energy portfolio
▪

Project: Togo Pico Power

▪

Location: Togo

▪

Objectives:

▪
▪

Build a solar park including energy storage
system
Increase access to clean and renewable
energy from 2% to 34% by connecting:

▪
▪
▪
▪
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130 households
7 large shops (small
business-undertakings)
2 schools (397 students will beneﬁt)
1 national hospital

▪

Background information:

▪ The Togolese government aims to increase the

rate of electriﬁcation in Togo to 90% by 2030, by
means of solar energy or connection to the
national grid. Small (mostly rural) villages,
however, have little to no outlook for future
electriﬁcation.

▪ EWB NL has therefore teamed up with a local

partner, JVE (Jeunes Volontaires pour
l’Environnement), to engineer a micro-grid
solution, aimed at providing reliable, aﬀordable
and sustainable electriﬁcation for rural
communities.

Energy portfolio
▪

Project: Ilijan Buildup

▪

Location: Philippines

▪

Objectives:

▪

Provide drinking water

▪
▪
▪

Future: Provide Canas Busab with tap
water

Introduce solar technology to the island

▪
▪
▪
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Provide community of Gemelina with tap
water in their homes (+/- 150 people)

Build ﬁrst solar pump
Provide capacity building for municipal
engineers
Future: replace all diesel pumps with solar
pumps

▪

Background information:

▪ The inhabitants from the community of Gemelina

are forced to carry buckets one kilometre
(one-way) everyday to the nearest water point.
Even though water is abundant on the island,
access to it is not. Gemelina is the only
community in the borough without access to
drinking water. Furthermore, in the dry season the
tap occasionally runs out, which forces the
community to travel further to get water.

Financials 2020
REVENUE (EUR)

EXPENSES (EUR)

Wessel Wikkerink (Treasurer)
Donations
Project Donations

5K
29K

Organisation
Teams
Projects

2k
0k
8k

26k are earmarked for speciﬁc projects

Total revenue
34k
The general (unearmarked) reserve was 24k
at beginning of 2021.

Total costs

10k

Although we tried to lower the organisational
costs, we were not able to keep the organisational
costs under 10% of the total costs, which has
been our policy since our founding. This is due to
the standstill of projects and ongoing general
costs. We managed, however, to keep our costs
under 10% of our total donations.
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EWB in 2021 – a focus on projects
▪

30

With processes, people, and partnerships in place, now is the time to focus on the Projects

▪

New projects

▪

Diﬀerent way of implementing projects, considering COVID-19

▪

Impact & Sustainability

Contact us: board@ewbnl.org

www.ewbnl.org

EWB in 2020 – Processes, People & Partnerships

▪

Transformation to an organization focused on 4 pillars: water, energy, circular
economy, and education.

▪

Creation of Processes for parts of the organization.

▪

Professionalizing the Partnerships department,

▪

Putting structure to HR, in order to be able to measure and improve volunteer
engagement where necessary
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Portfolios
• First draft: 21/12 (bulletpoints, nice reading to follow :) )
• Challenging with no travel, expanded all portfolio teams and now have volunteers who telecommute
cross borders (we are are really without borders!)

• Re-assessed our areas of inﬂuence and impact in 2020, we’ve applied driving power of our volunteers
in two Covid initiatives (3D-printed face shields & PolyVent)

• Reevaluating our way of working approach and looking into way to connect with partners via a help of
technology. This focus on staying connected without physical presence in the same location will
continue being important in 2021 as well.

•

In 2021 we want to do more projects in Water & Energy; increase number of quality requests coming
in for the projects

•
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Collaborate with local EWBs and work together

Portfolios
What a year we had! The ongoing pandemic had a signiﬁcant impact on EWB-NL. This has resulted in decrease of incoming project requests, slowdown in starting projects
and postponement of the ﬁeld visits for the projects near completion.
During the ﬁrst two quarters the volunteers have bravely stepped towards the COVID-19 challenge of PPE shortage in the global south countries. The EWB-NL volunteers,
together with a 3D Response team, have coordinated the network of a 3D printer owners in the Netherlands to produce well-needed face shields and ship them to the hospitals
in Colombia. Besides that, our volunteering community got enriched by a PolyVent team and their joint invention of a scalable and modular Medical Ventilator. The PolyVent
volunteers were honoured to win an EU hackathon (EU vs Virus) and receive support from various non-commercial partners. This has resulted in successful build of the ﬁrst
prototype back in Q3.

However, the rapid change has also stormed into EWB’s four core portfolios: Water; Energy; Circular and Education. Since the beginning of Q2 EWB-NL has moved into only
digital collaboration - this has removed a constrain of a physical presence in the same Randstad area. In 2020, we’ve welcomed into our community new volunteers who
normally would not have considered joining NGO due to proximity to our oﬃce.
2020 was a year of closer collaboration with other EWB chapters, it was a year that has brought us together and made true enthusiasts like you and me to rethink our approach
and use new tools. A great success story was made an online Design Lab challenge, hosted by a Circular portfolio, strengthened by participants from Australia to Mexico,
working side-by-side at the same time and on one goal to design most optimal solution for a plastic waste in Uganda!
When we look in 2021, it doesn’t look easier than the previous years. We continue focusing on collaboration with local EWB chapter to transfer knowledge and resource, we
continue searching for new project requests. We will start new projects and we will keep communication ﬂow with volunteers through available means so that once the time
allows to safely commence ﬁeld trips - we will cross the borders again!
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New Project Request
Jan to December 2020

Project requests

No GO decision

On-Hold

GO is given

received

11
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4

4

3

Energy Portfolio
This was to be the year the Energy Summit and the Pico Power
project. Unfortunately, due to the COVID situation, it was a challenge
to progress with either of them. Nonetheless, we are still pushing
forward. Nishant Narayan from Delft Global Initiative joined in
assisting us with professionalizing the project and preparing it for a
grant obtention. This will be the biggest project in EWBNL history and
so some proper preparation is required. In addition, the Energy
Summit is still in the planning in the hope of being able to have a
face-to-face one in the second half of 2021.
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Water Portfolio
Achievements 2020:
●

Water4Sumba feasibility study successfully completed;

●

Old project Water4Garza moved from stand-still;

●

New projects initiated Water4Penda;

Goals for 2021:
---
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▪

Start minimal 1 more project;

▪

Create WASH-pamphlet to make our projects more successful and to help with our marketing/visibility

Water Portfolio - Projects
Water4Subma
The feasibility report completed. Preparation for the project/execution phase. Lack of funding is an issue.

Water4Garza
Old project that our partners still ﬁnd relevant. We are helping with workshops and WASH pamphlets. We are focusing on soft
solutions to avoid problem with lack of funding.

Water4Kasese
We are proceeding to feasibility phase with cooperation with our local partner, and working out ways to proceed, even with
Corona.

Water4Penda
Project has just received a GO. The project managers are in contact with our local partner. Everything proceeds as planned.
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Circular Portfolio
▪

In 2020 ﬁrst full year of the circular portfolio, we explored a new way of working with new
types of projects and partners

▪

Achieved in 2020:

▪

1 partnership with 6 project (Bionexx) + 2 new projects (EcoBrixs and Mety) started

▪

Broaden pool of volunteers (Bionexx ca. 20 team members + EcoBrixs ca. 25 participants)

▪

meetings with new potential partners (Searious Bussiness from NL, Jos Green Centre and Yola Renewal
foundation from Nigeria)
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Circular Portfolio - Projects
▪

Bionexx (started in Feb 2020):

▪

Thera are 6 independent projects (partly circular, partly energy) that are connected as
they belong to the same production plant and they beneﬁt from information exchange.

▪

EcoBrixs (proposal GO in September, online challenge in November 2020):

▪

challenge was very successful, in 2 weeks 3 teams worked on valuable
solutions/ideas, very positive feedback by EcoBrixs and participants (there will be a
follow-up in 2021).

▪

Mety (proposal GO in september):

▪
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Vacancy is online, but project is postponed, will also be an online challenge in 2021.

SOTF Portfolio
In 2020 we were unable to visit the schools in Uganda and Mozambique. Nevertheless, we continued to plan our
workshops and practiced them at schools in the Netherlands.
Achievements 2020:
●

Uganda project obtained funding from ASML Foundation, Brink and Alfa Laval;

●

Uganda project ﬁnalized the topics of the workshops

●

Mozambique project held a workshop held in September at JINC. It provided some insight on what experiments to approve
or scrap for a Mozambique workshop in the future.

●

Mozambique project obtained an extension of one year for funding of the project from ASML Foundation

Goals for 2021:
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▪

Start 1 more project;

▪

On site visits, try to interest as many children/pupils as possible for technical topics!

SOTF Portfolio - Projects
▪

Uganda

▪

Practice the workshops in English at Het Avontuur (www.bshetavontuur.nl/), a school in Zoeterwoude and in a
refugee camp (location TBD)

▪
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▪

Visit Ugandan schools in august 2021 (4 weeks); go no go date 1st March 2021

▪

Aim is to reach 500 students and 10 teachers (who teach others in the following years)

Mozambique

▪

Continue to ﬁnd an opening to travel to Mozambique

▪

Redo workshop at JINC if a trip is booked.

▪

Best-case scenario is transfer workshop means and methods to local university students; after that the project will
be self-sustainable

COVID-19
▪

Helped distribute face shields to care
homes in The Netherlands

▪

Raised 800 Euros to produce 200 face
shields in hard struck Brazil

▪
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Organised the 3D printing, collection and
shipping of 1400 face shields to Colombia,

Our Volunteers
@communications to add from faces fo
EWB
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Our Community
Our volunteers are at the heart of our organisation. Through our events, they support and inspire each other.
Our events are our main vehicle for bringing together our current and new volunteers.

In 2020 we hosted online events, such as:

Do not miss out on our project updates, events, and

4 Meet&Greet: Quarterly event. Excellent opportunity for current EWB-NL volunteers to

alliances with other EWB chapters and organizations.

learn more about ongoing projects, expand their network in a casual environment.

Follow us on our social media channels:

1 Orientation session: Event for potential volunteers. A chance to learn more about what

LinkedIn, Instagram and Facebook

and how we do our projects and to ﬁnd their place within the EWB-NL based on their skills
and interests.

2 Personal development workshops: Events to equip our volunteers with soft skills
required to support our local partners in the global south. Workshops: Learning Agility and
Growth Mindset.

1 Design Challenge: Hackathon-type event. The participants, mainly from outside the
organization, come up with possible solutions and to analyze their possibilities and
constraints to speciﬁc problems of our local partners (social entrepreneurs).
Design Challenge: Closed-loop plastics system.
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EWB HR Progress in 2020
Points that we have improved over the past year:
▪

Implementing a smoother application proces;
+

Within 1 working week , new applicants get a response;

+ Involving portfolio managers quicker during the application proces;
+ Attending ﬁrst interviews with portfolio managers if needed;
+ Updating applications;
+ Creating “vacancy formats” ; to make writing an new role easier;
+ Creation of “on hold” list; for people who want to be involved in the future

▪

Workshops
+ Growth Mindset Workshop;
- Asking feedback to improve future workshops;
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- New workshops are coming (International Cooperation);

EWB HR Progress in 2020
▪

GDPR
+ active user list
+ Deleting inactive users

▪

Starter Package
+ Created a visual package with all information needed
- Next step ; ask feedback from new volunteers about the package

▪

Survey
+ Another survey is out -> already more responses!
- Will profesionalize survey further

▪

New Volunteers succes:
+ Most succesfull was the Mety Challenge!
- Many new volunteers joined!
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Our Partnerships
68000 euros in funds
raised in 2020

2 new partnerships

7 partners in
total

Our strategic partners have a major role in enabling our projects, by contributing both ﬁnancially and with the skills, knowledge, and enthusiasm
of their employees. In return, employees are given the opportunity to develop leadership and entrepreneurial skills through challenging
projects and experience the fulﬁlment that comes with being part of improving well-being in developing countries.
If you are an individual or company who would like to create a sustainable change please contact us: partnerships@ewbnl.org

Our 2020 partners, thank you!
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BIT
▪

2020 has focused on setting up processes, putting
things into place, building a foundation for BIT.
▪

Development of project request assessment
initiated with input across EWB received. Draft
assessment concept is being applied by the
Project Request Coordinator.

▪

Development of project proposal assessment
initiated with input across EWB received.

▪

Participated in EWB Meet & Greet event
providing visibility of BIT (September 2020).

▪

2021 will focus more on assisting teams (e.g.
Projects).
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